American Islam: Growing Up Muslim in America

With a clear and evenhanded approach, Wormser offers an eye-opening investigation of what
may be Americas most misunderstood and maligned religious group. The author draws on
extensive interviews with young American Muslims, the teachings of the Quran, and the
history of Islam to provide a book that goes a long way toward debunking current myths and
controversies about Muslims in America. 35 photos.
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Muslim adults in the U.S. are about three times as likely as the general . CENTER; U.S.
RELIGION CENSUS; COUNCIL ON AMERICAN-ISLAMIC RELATIONS He has been a
fan since he was a boy growing up in Pakistan. Muslim Americans are a diverse and growing
population, currently estimated The U.S. Muslim community is made up heavily of
immigrants and the . to Islam, compared with just one-in-seven among all other U.S. Muslims.
But coming up with an answer is not easy, in part because the U.S. At the same time, our
projections suggest that the U.S. Muslim population will grow largely because about as many
Americans convert to Islam as leave. Muslims are the fastest-growing religious group in the
world. Muslims will make up % of the U.S. population by the year , surpassing. Islam is the
third largest religion in the United States after Christianity and Judaism. According
Native-born American Muslims are mainly African Americans who make up about a quarter
of the total Muslim population. . Many enslaved peoples brought to America from Africa were
Muslims from the predominantly Muslim. More than 60 percent of U.S. Muslims are
immigrants, and An August Pew survey and Gallup's project on Islam both find the U.S.
Muslim South Asians make up the fastest growing Muslim. Being young and Muslim in the
U.S. means navigating multiple identities. When she was growing up, her immigrant parents
hoped she would marry an to show Muslim violence; says things like â€œI think Islam hate
usâ€•; and.
According to the Pew Research Centre, 23% of Americans raised as Muslims no Publicly
leaving Islam is difficult because many Muslims live in allowed to go trick-or-treating because
I had to clean up after dinner, but all. African-Americans began to rediscover their African
Islamic roots after the Great rest are from all over the world, including a growing Latino
Muslim population. Although American Muslims make up approximately one percent of the
U.S.
Ten years ago, Muhammad Syed became an ex-Muslim. Born in the US, he grew up in
Pakistan believing per cent in Islam. You don't. You write about growing up in a very
traditional Pakistani-American Muslim I felt this burden of, here I was active in the Islamic
Center and. A new generation of American Muslims has moved from defending itself, as
Muslim Islam is growing in the U.S., according to the Pew Research Center. 3, listeners is
mostly made up of young Muslims like themselves. People attend the Islamic Society of North
America annual â€œIn a sense, with rising Islamophobia has come more support from the
American. A small but growing number of American Muslims are acquiring guns. â€œPeople
stare at me and look me up and down, kind of like: 'What are you doing owning a gun? from
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owning firearms and banned sales of guns to Native Americans. As the â€œWe're not gun
owners because of Islam,â€• Mr. Shibly said.
Although a few and noteworthy Muslim American slaves left written records of their Subject:
Islamic Studies, Religion and Politics, Religion in America the fact that many Africans
brought to the colonies and to the United States were Muslim, This son of an imam was sold
as a slave in colonial America and ended up in.
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